Mirovia Group acquires Bright Inventions Sp z.o.o. – software developers
with expertise in custom software development – and closes its first deal in
Poland
August 19th 2022
Mirovia Nordics AB enters the Polish market by acquiring Bright Inventions Sp z.o.o - a software
development studio with expertise in building mobile-centric web platforms and blockchain
solutions. In 2021, Bright Inventions had a revenue of 3.93 MEUR and an EBITDA of 1.42 MEUR.
“We are excited to start our journey in Poland and Central Eastern Europe by welcoming
Bright Inventions into our growing family of entrepreneurs. We are very happy that they
have chosen Mirovia as their future partner.
This is hopefully the first of many successful partnerships moving forward. We are
expanding heavily in all of Europe, where Poland and CEE are key markets for us. We
are currently looking for more people to join our fast-growing team in Poland.” says
Oleksandr Fomenko, M&A Manager at Mirovia CEE.

Bright Inventions was founded in Poland in 2012 with the goal of creating a workplace where
the employees really enjoy working. Bright Inventions offers custom software development for
organizations of all shapes and sizes, from start-ups to renowned NGOs and international
organizations. With clients from a wide range of industries they have implemented many
innovative products such as solutions supporting eco-driving, applications for sportsmen, POS
cash register and systems supporting answering calls to emergency numbers.

”There’s something truly special about the way Mirovia approaches entrepreneurs. We
couldn’t wish for a better partner to accelerate Bright Inventions growth while keeping
up the spirit that has guided us so far. We are looking forward to making Bright
Inventions a strong member of the Mirovia Group and taking advantage of all the
opportunities that are opening up for us.” says Michał Łukasiewicz, Co-CEO at Bright
Inventions.

About Bright Inventions:
Bright Inventions was founded in Poland in 2012 with the goal of creating a workplace where
the employees really enjoy working. Bright Inventions offers custom software development for
organizations of all shapes and sizes, from start-ups to renowned NGOs and international
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organizations. With 75 employees they have competences and offer solutions within everything
from web- and app development to blockchain, MVP-design, IoT and Cloud services.

About Mirovia:
Mirovia is a European group that invests in entrepreneurial companies offering software
solutions and niche IT services. Mirovia was founded in Sweden 2020 with the goal of being an
active owner and business partner to small and medium-sized companies that have continued
control their own operations. Today Mirovia Group has a presence in Europe with key markets
in CEE, DACH, Benelux, UK and Spain.
For more information, please contact:
Oleksandr Fomenko, M&A Manager Mirovia CEE, at oleksandr@mirovia.io
www.mirovia.io

This information constitutes inside information that Mirovia Nordic AB (publ) is required to publish in accordance with
the Market Abuse Regulation (EU 596/2014). The information was submitted, through the care of the above contact
person, for publication at the time specified by the Company's news distributor Cision at the time of publication of
this press release. The above responsible persons can also be contacted for further information.
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